


Marcus Rashford

Manchester United striker

England footballer

At the forefront of a campaign for free school meals over the school holidays and caused a government 
u-turn on the issue

Has continued to raise awareness, join campaigns and put his weight behind the issue of child 
food poverty.



Tom Kerridge

Celebrity chef

Runs a Michelin-starred restaurant

Has collaborated with Rashford to create cheap and easy recipes

The pair said they were inspired to join forces due to their personal experiences of growing 
up in single-parent households on low incomes.



Full Time

The free recipes and online video lessons from this Full Time project will be 
available each week on Instagram and on recipe cards in supermarkets, schools 
and food banks.

They are aimed at families on a tight budget, but also who might have limited time and 
no expensive kitchen gadgets or little knowledge of cooking.

"This is like learning to ride a bike. This is right at the beginning with stabilisers, 
this is peeling carrots, peeling potatoes, dicing onions," said Mr Kerridge.



https://www.instagram.com/tv/CN9e7Klnvgs/?utm_source=ig_embed

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CN9e7Klnvgs/?utm_source=ig_embed


Full Time

Among the dishes confirmed so far are fish pie, Mexican-style chicken and spaghetti Bolognese, 
Rashford’s favourite childhood meal.

There will also be tips on preparing lighter courses such as overnight oats and sandwiches.

Joining the duo as celebrity guests will be the likes of broadcaster Fearne Cotton and fitness 
guru Joe Wicks, alongside other famous faces from the worlds of sport, music and television.

Rashford, a self-confessed novice in the kitchen, will take part in around 20 of the video 
“how-to” sessions.



Full Time

This is a great initiative to help families, but could also be of interest to those of you who 
are soon to be living away from home - possibly on a tight budget!

The first recipe was Chicken Satay Stir Fry, which was posted last Sunday and will be 
followed by a new one every week for a year.

Follow Marcus and Tom on Instagram and get cooking! 


